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(54) Switching-arrangement and household appliance comprising such switching arrangement

(57) A switching arrangement for detection of dis-
placement of a movable member (80, 62, 86) of a house-
hold appliance comprises:
(a) a switch (76, 84) having an control element (78, 116)
which is movable between a first position in which the

switch assumes a first switching condition and at least
one second position in which the switch assumes a sec-
ond switching condition; and
(b) an actuation member (68, 82) adapted for connection
to said movable member (80, 62, 86) and having a cam
surface engaging said control element (78, 116).
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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a switching ar-
rangement for detection of displacement of a movable
member of a household appliance as well as a household
appliance comprising such switching arrangement.
[0002] In household appliances, such as dishwashers
or ovens, often switching arrangements are employed
by which a displacement of a movable member of such
household appliance is detected, such as the door of
such dishwasher or oven, so as to operate certain com-
ponents of such household appliance in dependency of
a displacement of the movable member.
[0003] Thus, for example door switches are known
which are provided in the front part of the housing of the
household appliance to detect whether the door is closed.
In particular, push button switches were provided which
are actuated by the door when the door is closed and
which are released when the door is opened, so as to
interrupt for example the operation of a circulation pump
in a dishwasher and/or to illuminate an interior light in a
dishwasher or oven when the door is opened.
[0004] A disadvantage of such switches is that such
switches only can detect whether the door is fully closed.
That is, as soon as the door is unlocked and is opened
by a small degree a switching action occurs. However,
for certain purposes it would be advantageous to be able
to provide for a switching occurrence in an intermediate
position of the movable member. For example, if the
switch is employed to turn on an interior illumination of a
dishwasher, such illumination should only be turned on
when the door is opened by a substantial degree, for
example by at least 45°, but to maintain the illumination
in the turned-off condition for smaller opening angles, so
that a user can open the dishwasher door by a small
degree, for example by 10° so as to vent the interior of
the dishwasher after completion of a washing operation
without the illumination of the dishwasher being turned
on.
[0005] A further disadvantage of the above door
switches is that such switches have to be provided in a
region in which a sealing function has to be established,
such as in a dishwasher to prevent water from escaping
from the interior of the dishwasher or in an oven to prevent
heat from escaping from the oven muffle. Providing a
switch in a sealing region usually involves specific meas-
ures so as to avoid on the one hand that the switch cor-
rupts the sealing function, and on the other hand to avoid
that the switch comes into contact with any media for
which sealing is to be provided, such as water, hot air or
moisture, which thus increases the complexity of the
switching arrangement.
[0006] It is an object of the present invention to provide
for a switching arrangement for detection of displacement
of a movable member of a household appliance which
overcomes the above disadvantages, and particularly to
provide for a switching arrangement which can be in-
stalled in a simple manner in the household appliance.

[0007] The above object is solved by a switching ar-
rangement for detection of displacement of a movable
member of a household appliance which comprises a
switch having a control element which is movable be-
tween a first position in which the switch assumes a first
switching condition and at least one second position in
which the switch assumes a second switching condition,
and an actuation member adapted for connection to said
movable member and having a cam surface engaging
said control element.
[0008] By providing for an actuation member having a
cam surface which engages the control element, the
switch can be used to not only detect a terminal position
of the displacement of the movable member but rather
switching conditions can be assigned over the full range
of displacement of the movable member. Furthermore,
by providing an actuation member having a cam surface,
a plurality of different switching conditions can be as-
signed to different positions of the movable member.
Thus, for example if the switching arrangement is em-
ployed in a dishwasher, the switching arrangement can
be designed to stop operation of a circulation pump by
which water is distributed within the washing chamber
as soon as the door is opened, wherein when the door
is further opened an interior light is switched on and when
the door is fully opened and a drain pump is activated
and operation of the dishwasher is not only interrupted
but is terminated.
[0009] Furthermore, by providing for an actuation
member that is adapted for connection to the movable
member, the switching arrangement suggested herein
can be employed for retrofitting already existing house-
hold appliances, so as to upgrade such household ap-
pliances by providing for additional functions. Thus, if the
switching arrangement is to be installed in a gas oven in
order to implement a function that the gas supply to gas
burners provided within the oven muffle is terminated
when the oven door is opened, the actuation member
can be attached to a movable member of the hinge mech-
anism of the oven door in proximity to a switch which
operates an electromagnetic safety valve for interrupting
the gas supply.
[0010] Preferred embodiments of the present inven-
tion are defined in the dependent claims.
[0011] The switch can be a push button switch, in which
the control element comprises a spring-biased stem pro-
jecting from the switch, in which case the cam surface
can comprise a ramping section to press down the stem
at a certain displacement of the movable member. In this
manner activation of the push button switch can be as-
signed to a certain range of displacement of the movable
member, such as a linearly moving member. In such em-
bodiments the switch is located such, that the linearly
moving member and hence the actuation member con-
nected thereto move alongside the switch, wherein the
ramping section of the actuation member provides that
the linear movement of the actuation member in for ex-
ample a horizontal direction is transformed into a vertical
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movement of the control element of the switch.
[0012] In particular, since household appliances such
as ovens or dishwashers which have a door that is piv-
otable about a horizontal axis often have hinge mecha-
nisms which provide for a balancing function so as to at
least partially compensate the weight of the door, wherein
such balancing systems comprise members that execute
a substantially linear movement over the range of dis-
placement of the door, by connecting the actuation mem-
ber to such a linearly moving member of the hinge mech-
anism, a certain switching operation can be assigned to
any desired position of the door.
[0013] In embodiments in which the actuation member
comprises a ramping section so as to press down the
stem of a push button switch, the cam surface can further
comprise a plateau section into which the ramping sec-
tion merges, so as to maintain the stem in the pressed
down position. Thus, if this switching arrangement is em-
ployed for example to activate an interior light of a dish-
washer or oven, the ramping section of the cam surface
when engaging the push button will cause to switch on
the interior light and the plateau surface than will cause
the switch to be maintained pressed so as to maintain
the interior light in the switched on condition.
[0014] In order to facilitate attachment of the actuation
member to the movable member of the household appli-
ance, the actuation member can comprise an elastic
clamping section for connection to the movable member.
Such clamping section can comprise one or more elastic
claws which embrace the movable member, or, alterna-
tively or additionally, in embodiments in which a recess
or opening is provided in the movable member, the
clamping section of the actuation member can be com-
prise a projection for engaging the recess, wherein the
projection provides for an axial or lateral biasing force so
as to anchor the projection within the recess. By providing
for such clamping section the actuation member thus is
adapted for a clip-on or snap-on connection to the mov-
able member, so that the actuation member can be easily
mounted to the movable member without further connec-
tion means being required. The clamping section thus
not only facilitates mounting of the actuation member,
but is of particular advantage in cases where the switch-
ing arrangement is employed for retrofitting and existing
household appliance.
[0015] The actuation member can comprise a molded
plastic part which allows a high freedom of design of the
actuation member at moderate costs.
[0016] In a second aspect, the present invention is a
household appliance comprising a pivotable door and a
switching arrangement as it was referred to above,
wherein the pivotable member is a component of a hinge
mechanism of the door.
[0017] Exemplary embodiments of such household
appliances are a kitchen appliances in which certain com-
ponents are to be activated or deactivated independency
of the angular position of a cover element or a door, such
as an interior lighting which shall be turned on when a

certain opening angle of the door is reached, a gas range
in which the gas supply to the burner nozzles shall be
interrupted when a cover is closed over the burner noz-
zles, or a gas oven in which the gas supply to burner
nozzles provided within the oven muffle shall be inter-
rupted when the door reaches a certain opening angle.
[0018] The component which is to be controlled by the
switch can be of any kind, such as an electric component,
an electric circuitry such as electric control means, a hy-
draulic element such as an electromagnetic valve for con-
trolling water, air or gas feed, and the like.
[0019] In embodiments in which the switch is used to
provide for control in dependency of the displacement of
a door of the household appliance, the actuation member
preferably comprises a clip which is attached to a com-
ponent of the hinge mechanism for such door, wherein
the component is subject to a substantially linear move-
ment, wherein in order to activate and deactivate the
switch, the actuation member comprises a slanted cam
surface which engages a push button of the switch. In
such embodiments standard push button switches can
be used as switch. Furthermore, the switch is provided
within the household appliance in the region of the hinge
mechanism, i.e. in a housing region in which in contrast
to conventional door switches no specific measures have
to be taken in terms of fluidic or thermal isolation.
[0020] Furthermore, by attaching the actuation mem-
ber to a component of the hinge mechanism which is
subject to a substantially linear movement during move-
ment of the door, simply by selecting a positioning of the
switch and a geometric shape of the cam surface of the
actuation member, any desired switching scheme can
be implemented in dependency of the position of the
door. Thus, it not only is possible to provide for a switching
action only until a certain opening angle of the door is
reached. Rather, also more complicated and multistage
switching operations can be easily implemented.
[0021] Preferred embodiments of the present inven-
tion are explained in further detail below by reference to
the drawings in which:

FIG. 1 is a perspective view of a hinge mecha-
nism for a gas oven; and

FIGS. 2 to 4 are schematic side views of the hinge
mechanism shown in FIG. 1 in different
operational positions; and

FIG. 5 illustrates an another embodiment of a
switching arrangement.

[0022] FIGS. 1 to 4 illustrate a hinge mechanism tor
the door of a gas oven which is adapted to switch off the
gas supply to burner nozzles for heating the oven muffle,
when the door is opened by a predetermined angle. To
this end, an electromagnetic valve is provided in the gas
supply line, which valve can be activated by a switch 76
(see FIGS. 2 to 4), so as to shut off the gas supply to the
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burner nozzles.
[0023] As can be seen particularly in FIGS. 1 and 2,
the hinge mechanism comprises a generally U-shaped
mounting member 50 which is adapted for connection to
the housing of the gas oven. Mounting member 50 com-
prises close to its front end a bearing journal 52 for the
axle 54 of a hinge bracket 56 to which there is mounted
the oven door (see door 80 in FIG. 2). In order to decel-
erate the door when opening the door, the hinge mech-
anism shown in FIGS. 1 to 4 comprises a balancing
means comprising an extension spring 58 which is linked
to hinge bracket 56 so as to be tensioned when the door
is opened.
[0024] In the embodiment shown in FIGS. 1 to 4, a
quick release mechanism 60 is interconnected between
hinge bracket 56 and extension spring 58. Quick release
means 60 allows to remove the entire door 80 from the
gas oven so as to facilitate cleaning thereof. As is illus-
trated in FIG. 1, quick release means 60 comprises a
connector 62 which is hinged to hinge bracket 56 of the
door. To activate quick release means 60, a lever 64 is
tilted towards the opened door. When then the door is
partially closed, lever 64 is engaged by a projection pro-
vided at hinge bracket 56 so as to activate the release
mechanism. Since the release mechanism 60 as such is
conventional, further description thereof will be omitted
herein. However, it should be understood that when
opening the oven door 80, connector 62 and hence axle
66 which is provided at the rear end of connector 62 and
to which extension spring 58 is hooked, performs a sub-
stantially linear movement.
[0025] With the position of axle 66 thus being repre-
sentative of the angular position of oven door 80 which
is attached to hinge bracket 56, in order to implement a
gas supply shut off function, an actuation member 68 for
activation of the switch 76 is provided, which is designed
as a clip comprising flexible tongues 70 by means of
which clip 68 can be attached to axle 66.
[0026] Clip 68 comprises a plateau surface 72 and a
ramping surface 74 which merges into plateau surface
72. Plateau surface 72 and ramping surface 74 are adapt-
ed to operate the switch 76 which is provided below
mounting member 50. Switch 76 comprises a push button
78 which when the oven door is opened is engaged first
by ramping surface 74 and then by plateau surface 72.
In particular, when oven door 80 is in the closed position
shown in FIG. 2, push button 78 of switch 76 is in its
extended position in which switch 76 supplies an electric
current to an electromagnetic valve provided in the gas
supply line. The electromagnetic valve is biased into its
closed position, so that the electromagnetic valve only
allows gas to flow to the burner nozzles, when the elec-
tromagnetic valve is energized.
[0027] When during opening of the oven door 80, as
it is illustrated in FIG. 3, the door reaches a certain open-
ing angle, ramping surface 74 of clip 68 engages push
button 78 and thus pushes down push button 78 so that
switch 76 interrupts the supply of electric current to the

electromagnetic valve. Thus, the gas supply to the burner
nozzle is shut off.
[0028] When further opening the door until door 80
reaches its fully opened position, as it is illustrated in FIG.
4, push button 78 is maintained in its pushed-down po-
sition by means of the plateau surface 72 so that switch
76 continues interrupting the power supply to the elec-
tromagnetic valve.
[0029] By selecting an appropriate position of switch
76 with respect to the path of movement of clip 68, it can
be selected at which opening angle switch 76 interrupts
the power supply to electronic valve 16. Thus, if the ar-
rangement shown in FIG. 2 shall be modified so as to
cause switch 76 to interrupt the power supply to electro-
magnetic valve 16 at a smaller opening angle of door 80,
switch 76 will be located further to the rear (in FIG. 2
further to the left) so that ramping surface 74 of clip 68
contacts push button 78 at a smaller opening angle of
door 80.
[0030] It is to be understood that the switching arrange-
ment shown in FIGS. 1 to 4 similarly could be employed
to switch on an interior light of an oven or a dishwasher
when a certain opening angle of the door is reached.
[0031] In FIG. 5 there is shown an actuation member
82 which provides for activation of a multistage switch
84. Actuation member 82, which comprises a molded
plastic part, is designed as a clip-on member which can
be attached to a movable member 86 of a household
appliance by means of fastening members 88 and 89
which are integrally formed at actuation member 82 so
as to project towards movable member 86. Fastening
member 88 comprises a pair of projections 90 which at
their free end comprise a hook 92, which when actuation
member 82 is attached to movable member 86 engages
a rim 94 of an opening 96 provided within movable mem-
ber 86. The free ends of projections 90 are beveled so
that when actuation member 82 is mounted at movable
member 86, projections 90 are slightly bent towards each
other. As soon as hooks 82 have passed opening 96
projections 90 return to their original state and thus latch
fastening member 88 with respect movable member 86.
[0032] Fastening member 89 likewise is adapted for
clip-on connection to movable member 86. To this end
fastening member 89 comprises two angled legs 98
which are joined at their ends, wherein legs 98 can be
elastically deformed when fastening member 89 is insert-
ed in an opening 100 provided within movable member
86, so as to spring back towards their original shape, thus
providing for a biasing force to attach actuation member
82 to movable member 86.
[0033] Switch 84 which is to be operated by means of
actuation member 82 is a multistage switch which in the
embodiment shown in FIG. 5 provides for four different
switching conditions. To this end actuation member 82
comprises a first ramping surface 102 which merges into
a first plateau surface 104, a second ramping surface
106 which merges into a second plateau surface 108,
and a third ramping surface 110 merging into a third pla-
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teau surface 112. When movable member 86 and corre-
spondingly actuation member 82 attached thereto is
moved in the direction of arrow 114, actuation member
82 will convert such movement into a corresponding
movement of control element 116 of switch 84 in the di-
rection of arrow 118.
[0034] When employed in a dishwasher, the switching
arrangement shown in FIG. 5 can be employed to control
operation of the dishwasher independency of the position
of the dishwasher door. Similarly as for the switching ar-
rangement described above by reference to FIG. 1 to
FIG. 4, movable member 86 shown in FIG. 5 can be part
of the hinge mechanism for the dishwasher door and in
particular can be a horizontally moving component of a
balancing mechanism for balancing the weight of the
dishwasher door. When the dishwasher door is closed
actuation member 82 and control element 116 of switch
84 will be located in close proximity to each other or, as
is shown in FIG. 5, at a small distance so that control
element 116 is in its fully extended position. When control
element 116 is fully extended, switch 84 provides a first
control signal by which the device control of the dish-
washer on the one hand allows a washing operation to
be carried out and on the other hand turns off an interior
light by which the interior of the washing tub can be illu-
minated.
[0035] When the dishwasher door is opened movable
member 86 and hence actuation member 82 is moved
to the right in FIG. 5 so that ramping surface 102 engages
control element 116 of switch 84 until the first plateau
surface 104 is reached. In this manner control element
116 is moved into a second switching condition in which
switch 84 sends a second control signal to the device
control by which the operation of a circulation pump, by
which water is circulated through the interior of the wash-
ing tub is terminated. When the dishwasher door is further
opened, control element 116 eventually will reach the
second ramping surface 106 so that control element is
further depressed until the second ramping surface 108
is reached. Depression of control element 116 to the level
of second plateau surface 108 sets switch 84 into a third
switching condition in which a third control signal is sent
to the device control by which the interior light within the
washing top is turned on.
[0036] When the dishwasher door is fully opened mov-
able member 86 and thus actuation member 82 will move
further to the right in FIG. 5 so that control element 116
of switch 84 will engage third ramping surface 110 by
which control element 116 is pressed even further until
the third plateau surface 112 is reached. In this state,
with control element 116 being fully depressed, the
switch 84 is set in a fourth switching condition in which
a fourth control signal is sent to the device control so as
to activate a drain pump and, upon completion of a drain
cycle, to fully terminate the washing cycle.
[0037] Considering that every position of actuation
member 82 in the direction of arrow 114 corresponds to
a certain position of the dishwasher door, it is easily to

be seen that by selecting the positions of the ramping
surfaces, various switching conditions can be assigned
to any desired angular position of the door. Further, by
selecting corresponding lengths of the plateau surfaces,
each of the switching positions can be assigned to a cer-
tain angular range of the pivotable door.

50 mounting member

52 bearing journal

54 axle

56 hinge bracket

58 extension spring

60 quick-release means

62 connector

64 lever

66 axle

68 clip

70 tongue

72 plateau surface

74 ramping surface

76 switching element

78 push button

80 oven door

82 actuation member

84 switch

86 movable member

88, 89 fastening members

90 projection

92 hook

94 rim

96 opening

98 legs

100 opening
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102 1. ramping surface

104 1. plateau surface

106 2. ramping surface

108 2. plateau surface

110 3. ramping surface

112 3. plateau surface

114 direction of movement of 82

116 control element

118 direction of movement of 116

Claims

1. Switching arrangement for detection of displace-
ment of a movable member (80, 62, 86) of a house-
hold appliance, comprising:

(a) a switch (76, 84) having an control element
(78, 116) which is movable between a first po-
sition in which the switch assumes a first switch-
ing condition and at least one second position
in which the switch assumes a second switching
condition; and
(b) an actuation member (68, 82) adapted for
connection to said movable member (80, 62, 86)
and having a cam surface engaging said control
element (78, 116).

2. The switching arrangement of claim 1, wherein said
switch (76, 84) is a push button switch and said con-
trol element (78, 116) comprises a spring-biased
stem projecting from said switch, and wherein said
cam surface comprises a ramping section (74; 102,
106, 110) to press down said stem.

3. The switching arrangement of claim 2, wherein said
ramping section (74; 102, 106, 110) merges into a
plateau section (72; 104, 108, 112) to maintain said
stem (78, 116) in the pressed down position.

4. The switching arrangement of any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein said actuation member (68,
82) comprises an elastic clamping section (70; 88,
89) for connection to said movable member (62, 86).

5. The switching arrangement of claim 4, wherein said
clamping section (70) of said actuation member (68)
comprises an elastic claw which embraces said mov-
able member (62).

6. The switching arrangement of claim 4, wherein said
clamping section (88, 89) of said actuation member
(82) comprises a projection (90, 98) for engaging a
recess (96, 100) within said movable member (86),
said projection providing for a lateral biasing force
to anchor the projection within said recess.

7. The switching arrangement of any one of the pre-
ceding claims, wherein said actuation member (68,
82) comprises a molded plastic part.

8. A household appliance comprising a pivotable door
(80) and a switching arrangement as defined in any
one of the preceding claims, wherein said movable
member (62, 86) is a component of a hinge mecha-
nism for said door.

9. The household appliance of claim 8, wherein said
component (62, 86) of said hinge mechanism is sub-
ject to a substantially linear movement during move-
ment of said door (80), and wherein said actuation
member (68, 82) comprises a clip which is attached
to said component and which comprises a slanted
cam surface (74; 102, 106, 110) engaging a push
button of said switch (76, 84).

10. The household appliance of claim 8 or 9, wherein
said switch (76, 84) is arranged to activate a light for
illumination of the interior of said household appli-
ance, when said door (80) is opened.

11. The household appliance of claim 8 or 9, wherein
said switch (76, 84) is arranged to interrupt operation
of said household appliance, when said door (80) is
opened.

12. The household appliance of any one of claims 8 to
11, wherein said household appliance is an oven or
dishwasher comprising a door (80) which is pivotable
about a horizontal axis.
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